Any positive word comprised of random sequence of tokens from a finite alphabet can be reduced (without change of length) using an appropriate size Braid group relationships. Surprisingly the Braid relationships dramatically reduce the Kolmogorov Complexity of the original random word and do so in distinct ' bands' of (rate of change) values with gaps in between. Distribution of these bands are estimated and empirical statistics collected by actually coding approximations to the Kolmogorov Complexity in Mathematica 9.0 . Lempel-Ziv-Welch lossless compression algorithm techniques used to estimate the distributions for the gaped bands. Evidence provided that such distributions of reduction in Kolmogorov Complexity based upon Braid groups are universal i.e. they can model more general algebraic structures other than Braid groups.
Since exact computation of Kolmogorov Complexity is non-existing, then a lossless less efficient computable function was used (Compress in Mathematica) but results were checked by the Mean and Variance of small collection of sample long random words.
The measures of such complexity were plotted and an unexpected familiar shape of 1 n was observed! Consequently a Fit function was used in Mathematica to find the best fit(s) to the said outputs.
From all above a theorem was formed, and again reusing the same methods parts of the proof were crafted which would have otherwise been impossible or taken much longer time or require much higher competency and teamwork to bring to fruition. (See [1, 2] )
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Formalism
A free group n is a group with n finite generators Σ 1 , Σ 2 , , Σ n and no relations between the generators. A word is a concatenation (product) of these generators e.g. Σ 2 Σ 9 1 Σ 100 . A positive word is a word with no negative powers i.e. inverse elements e.g. Σ 2 120 Σ 9 2 Σ 100 .
A Braid group n is a group with n finite generators Σ 1 , Σ 2 , , Σ n and the following two distinct lists of relations between the generators: By w G we mean the word formed by the generators of the group G and thus reducible according to its relations amongst the generators. At the same time we can again say w F which is the same word in yet another group with the same set of generators but different relations to reduce. The reductions could be many, so the context for what order of reductions has to be specified. Generally reductions are thought to be no further reducible, and even the latter might not be unique since the relations' order during the reduction could result in different irreducible values. The reductions could be many, so the context for what order of reductions has to be specified. Generally reductions are thought to be no further reducible, and even the latter might not be unique since the relations' order during the reduction could result in different irreducible values. 
for some set of very long words w w i stands for Mean.
For all the above definitions and concepts we say w G is reduced 1-pass means the group relations were applied only once throughout the entire word w, m-pass means m times ' all' the relations were applied and m reductions accumulated, many-pass means a very large number of times the relations were applied.
Therefore we can say C F,G is 1-pass estimator or m-pass or many-pass.
Statement And Discussion of Main Results (1-pass)
Our main objective is to compute bounds for:
as a function of n for sets of very long random words w. Basically we take a random word over a finite alphabet i.e. a product in a free group n and then estimate its Kolmogorov Complexity © w n . Then we Braid the word w and again estimate its Kolmogorov Complexity © w n . Plug them into the (EQ 2.1) and obtain a rate of change for Kolmogorov Complexity going from a random word w to Braided w, repeat
as a function of n for sets of very long random words w. Basically we take a random word over a finite Let' s say n = 10, and we form a very long random word of 10 6 length in group 10 , all positive powers:
Obviously there is no relations and therefore the word is a random sequence of tokens.
Then we form 10 the Braid group of 10 generators, and there are two sets of relations according to (EQ 1.1):
and (EQ 1.2):
See [2] .
Note that there are order to both sets and change of the order would change the outcome of substitutions. As it turns out the estimate C 10 , 10 does change if we change the order of the relations listed above, but the changes are minute (See [1] ). [1] .
Remark 2.1: However it is best to randomize the order of the relations, in order to get a less biased more general view, See kBraidsList[ ] in
10 random words are generated, each with 10 6 length and the following statistics collected:
vlbw.nb 5 [1] .
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Proof
Sketch:
1. Allocate a buffer containing a list of non-random repeated strings in w, we do not need to worry about how this list was uncovered or stored e.g. ' read from left to write' or ' prefix words' and other such considerations. All these at worst will be covered by an additional term O 1 which is canceled out or divided by a large nume at the end. 2. To each entry in the buffer assign a code or token formed from an alternative alphabet. Alternative alphabet is a suggestion to make the below estimates easier to understood, but it is not essential. Sample word w, basically a random word in a free group 10 :
With very short repeated patterns:
Strings with decreasing index are at most length 4.
Switch to 10 which has two lists of relations for reduction of the words in its group structure (See [1, 2] ).
List 1
Sample non-random repeated strings generated by List 1 set of relations, the indices are decreasing:
Therefore the application of the relations in List 1 cause longer decreasing indices for repeated strings i.e. reduction in randomness.
List 2
By reductions of List 2, more longer decreasing indices are found for repeated strings:
In conclusion we observed that Braided relations induce new and longer non-random repeated patterns in long random words! Thus reduction in Kolmogorov Complexity is possible though we need to establish that this reduction is substantial. It could have been that there are such reductions in randomness but would not reflect much change in Kolmogorov Complexity.
Step 1:
Let' s allocate a buffer for these non-random repeated strings: a) Length of the buffer set to be buffLen h n where h n is a polynomial in powers of n and log n b) Width of the buffer i.e. the length of the non-random repeated strings set to be buffWidth log 2 n p n where p n is a polynomial in powers of n and log n Obviously the following inequality has to hold in order for compression to be substantial enough:
buffLen buffWidth log 2 n p n h n log 2 n w (EQ 3.1)
Step 2:
c) To each entry in the said buffer assign a code or a token from an alphabet e.g. i i 1, 2 h n .
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